Revelry amidst rubble in J&K

Since the earthquake in Jammu and Kashmir, HelpAge has been at work, first to provide relief and lately in long-term rehabilitation efforts.

Besides the rations and essentials that have been distributed to nearly 800 families, semi-permanent shelters have been provided to help people regain control of their lives.

The work on shelters began just before the onset of winters, to enable people to ward off the extreme cold. The shelters provided by HelpAge took into account several factors like the average size of the Kashmiri family, and the need for insulation from the extremely harsh climatic conditions.

During the course of their rehabilitation work in Kashmir, the HelpAge team discovered that the shelters were not just providing protection. They were also enabling the community to move on, put the quake behind them, and carry on with their life. The team realized this while recently attending a wedding at the home of Sarfaraz, a beneficiary, who also acts as the team’s resource person in the community.

The entire ceremony was held in the HelpAge shelters and the guests too had dinner inside these. The HelpAge team, virtually family now for most beneficiaries, was invited to be part of the festivities. One of the team members recalls: “The marriage was performed according to Islamic law & it was very strange to know that the couple had not even seen each other. I took the opportunity to show the groom a photo of his wife-to-be. We always take care not to be too intrusive because the area has its own cultural sensitivities.”

- Shelters provided for nearly 800 families
- Rations, heating equipment, utensils and blankets for 800 families
- Livelihood projects in the offing
- 3 medical camps organised
- Mobile Medicare unit (MMU) to be launched
- 5 villages on quake periphery identified for house re-construction.

Editor Speaks

Dear Readers,

Warm wishes from HelpAge.

It’s been a busy quarter; for us the new year began with the challenge of providing relief in Kashmir in the harshest of climatic conditions. In this issue, we revisit Kashmir, and also coastal India, to give you a glimpse of how our teams worked with older people affected by the disasters that struck these places. From both regions, we bring you stories of hope, of how people are fighting back and taking control of their lives. The scars of destruction are still visible but the healing touch is evident.

There are many new initiatives, among them awareness-raising drives. Through the Poorest Areas Civil Society Program, HelpAge is attempting to make elders in Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, aware of their rights and entitlements. In Maharashtra, it’s the drought-affected communities whose plight is being highlighted.

And finally, a big thank you to all of you, who care about the elderly and enable us to make a lasting improvement in the lives of lakhs of persons across the country. Do keep supporting us. As always, we depend on your donations and legacies.

Nidhi Raj Kapoor

HelpAge CEO addresses United Nations forum

On February 7, 2006, the UN Commission for social development met at New York. HelpAge’s Chief Executive, Mr. Matthew Cherian, was one of the delegates invited for the session. He spoke on neglect and social exclusion of the elderly.

The Commission included Paragraph 55, which dealt with the issue of Equal Access by older persons to food, shelter and medical care and other services, during and after natural disasters and humanitarian emergencies. It has urged respective country governments to work on agendas for inclusion of older people.
From the havoc of the waves was born a dream

17-year-old Hema wants to be a doctor. An ambition no different from countless other young people of her age. Except that Hema’s dream stems from the suffering and disease she witnessed after the destruction caused by the Tsunami in Nagapattinam, where she lives.

As she walks to school, the 12th-class students tells us: “I want to be a doctor and help people.” A year ago she nearly had to forgo her education. The Tsunami left a deep impact on her; she lost both her parents that day and along with it, her only support system. It was her grandma Anjamma upon who fell the responsibility of caring for the young girl. HelpAge stepped in and with the help of TCIL, has been caring for both.

In the days following the killer waves, Hema saw terrible misery. A feeling of helplessness engulfed her as she felt couldn’t do anything to help. It was then that she decided to become a doctor and is earnestly working her way towards it.

“I want to help rebuild the health sector, because India is my country, it is my home and these are my people. The people here have suffered a lot and we need to protect them from diseases that can be prevented. I shall not give up,” she says.

First Health Week
Held Jointly
With NHRC

The elderly normally suffer from multiple ailments and yet they seldom get an opportunity to have their health problems addressed by a panel of doctors. To this end HelpAge organized a Health Awareness Week in Delhi, in association with the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC).

Addressing a 250-strong elderly audience, leading medical practitioners underlined the importance of diet and stress in the well-being of body and mind. Setting the tone in the inaugural session itself, Dr. K. Srinath Reddy, Head of Cardiology at AIIMS, quipped: “What you eat, and how much you eat, are significant. But what matters even more is what is eating you!”

The week-long interactive sessions involved discussions on health concerns of the elderly - cardio-vascular diseases, older women’s concerns, mental health, vision impairment & nutrition, diseases of the prostate, etc., and preventive and curative measures to deal with these ailments.

In support of the drought-affected

In association with Green Earth, HelpAge is attempting to raise awareness amongst drought affected communities of Maharashtra, seeking to communicate their plight to decision-makers, as well as to empower them.

On January 1, a two-month long padayatra (march) was begun, from a small hamlet called Kasari in Beed district.

It went through 163 villages, covering 944 kilometers in 59 days before culminating at Gandhi’s Ashram in Sewagram.

Creating a safety net for the aged

With crime against elderly on the rise, the metros especially are becoming unsafe for them. With a view to help Delhi Police reach out to senior citizens and vice-versa HelpAge organized a registration-cum-awareness drive with the help of Resident Welfare Associations in Delhi.

This drive was organized during the Police week in February and there are plans to take it forward by collaborating with Delhi Police in a more meaningful fashion. HelpAge has earlier held training programmes to sensitize the Police about the specific needs and concerns of the elderly. The organization will now take this programme forward and try to cover more personnel from the police force.
Colours of Compassion

Asian Paints have been a consistent supporter of the cause and have been backing several HelpAge endeavors. In Kasna (UP), Patancheru (Andhra Pradesh) and Sripuremubudur (Tamil Nadu) the company has undertaken the initiative to facilitate convenient and affordable healthcare through HelpAge’s Mobile Medicare Unit Programme.

The company takes pride in approaching Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) from the perspective of being a responsible corporate citizen. It has identified projects across all its manufacturing locations in the country in areas of education, health care and rain water harvesting.

In Amdleshwar (Gujarat), Asian Paints has been involved in improving infrastructure in local schools.

In Mumbai, Asian Paints has taken up the cause of Rain Water Harvesting in a major way.

Through its various CSR projects in the last two years, it believes it has been able to directly touch the lives of 75,000 people.

Thank you!

- Siddhimal Charitable Trust has adopted 25 elders
- SCOPE International is funding 500 cataract operations
- The Rolling Shield 2005 for the Highest Collection in Andhra Pradesh was presented to Etasi - Timpany Schools, Visakhapatnam.
- Delhi Public School, Ranchi organized distribution of 200 blankets to beneficiaries of HelpAge's Adopt A Gran and Mobile Medicare Unit programmes. The school also donated Rs. 1.20 lakh
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When Bollywood came calling: This Valentine’s Day, popular Radio station Red FM aired a unique contest urging listeners to donate via SMS to HelpAge. After the 4-day campaign, two lucky winners were picked for a date with actors Kunal Kapoor of “Rang De Basanti” and Tania Zaetta of “Salaam Namaste” fame. The 2 actors spoke up for the elderly and encouraged people to “look after them”.

The two winners enjoyed dinner with their heart-throbs at Bridge, the newly-launched coffee-shop of the Clarke’s Hotel adjoining Pacific Mall, Kaushambi (U.P.). The contest was supported by the Mall, thanks to its dynamic Director Abhishek Bansal whose heart “truly beats for the elderly”.

Earlier, on January 26, the Mall adopted 26 older people under HelpAge’s Adopt A Grandparents programme. Six elderly achievers were honored on the occasion. They were well-known painter Amarnath Sehgal, Vandana Narula, who has done pioneering work for Alzheimer’s patients, Ashis Roy, fondly known as India’s marathon man, Chander Dhawan, pictorialist, Avtar Pennathur, pioneer of old age homes for middle and upper middle class and Sham Kumar Khanna, former pilot.

Big Mall, Big Heart

△ Mr. J.C. Luther (fourth from left), member of the HelpAge board, and upcoming actors Jimmy Shergill & Minisha Lamba, felicitate 6 eminent seniors.
Holi ke rang, Mirchi ke sang

There were special hues to this year's Holi as popular radio jockey "Ulta Pulha" Nitin and his team from Radio Mirchi celebrated the festival of colours at Gharaula, an old age home in Delhi. Accompanying them was a group of Radio Mirchi listeners some of whom had even brought their children to interact with the elderly residents of the home. The Mirchi team distributed traditional sweets, and the home's residents joined in with full gusto. They sang, danced and performed for the visitors. Radio Mirchi beamed out live from the home.

If life's a stage, who better than the Elderly to enact it?

Under the HelpAge umbrella, Morning Club of senior citizens in Delhi performed a one-act comedy called "Divorce." They had the audience in splits with their antics and dialogues, and also evoked admiration for their will to prove that age is no barrier.

The play was performed under HelpAge's banner "Stage for Age" which gives older people a platform to showcase their talents and encourages them to lead active and happy lives. Many of the cast were well into their 80s but their enthusiasm matched that of any 18-year-old. The youngest performer was 67.
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